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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Tremendous research effort has been directed at the development of wavelets, 

both at the application-oriented and theoretical le\el. Specifically, wavelet transforms 

have become a popular tool for analyzing time-scale features of signals. 

Evidence indicates that intermittent coherent structures in the windfield may be 

responsible for wind damage. However, since standard statistical techniques assume that 

time series are stationary, identification of intermittent phenomena is challenging. Meth

ods such as wavelets may be used to provide tools for analyzing nonstationary signals, 

but interpretation of the resulting picture is difficult unless signal-to-noise ratios are large 

and the phenomenology is well understood. 

However, many studies using wavelet analysis have suffered from an apparent 

lack of quantitative results. The wavelet transform (WT), which will be explained in the 

next chapter, has been regarded by many as an interesting diversion that produces xlor-

ful pictures, yet purely qualitative results. This misconception is in some sense the fault 

of wavelet analysis itself, as it involves a transform from a one-dimensional time series 

(or frequency spectrum) to a diffuse two-dimensional time-frequency image. This dif-

fuseness has been intensified by the use of arbitrary normalization and the lack of statisti

cal significance tests. To address these issues, a newly developed statistical technique 

called Coherent Structure Detector (CSD), based on the continuous wavelet transform 

[11], will be used in this thesis to replace this informal interpretation of pictures. This 

technique clearly defines an incoherent signal and provides a rigorous detection algo-
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rithm for separating coherent structures from fluctuations due to incoherent noise alone. 

In fact, this technique has been used in various applications in the references abo\ e. such 

as the detection of coherent gust, the detection of localized structure in hurricane wind-

fields, and so on. 

In this thesis, the issue of estimating intermittency rates in localized phenomena 

using wavelets will be addressed. This problem was earlier addressed by Gamage and 

Hagelberg in [6,8,9]. Here we present an approached based on coherent structure detec

tion. The statistical problem is different from detecting single events, in which the false 

alarm rate (concluding the signal is coherent when it is actually not) or the size of the test 

must be controlled for the entire time series. Our new statistical technique controls the 

false alarm rate for each scale at each time sample, thereby controlling the total false 

alarm intermittency rate. This is done with a scale-dependent threshold for the wavelet 

coefficients, which allows two conclusions: that a signal contains intermittent localized 

phenomena, and that these phenomena are localized to specific time intervals in the sig

nal. The algorithm is statistically rigorous and appropriate for long time series. 
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CHAPTER II 

WAVELET TRANSFORMS AND INCOHERENT SIGNALS 

The wavelet transform, which localizes signals in space and scale, is also used for 

analyzing and understanding coherent structures in random fluid flows, especialh in the 

atmospheric boundary layer (cf, [10] and, more recently. [3]). 

The term "wavelef refers to a set of waves formed from an analyzing wa\ elet 

function \i/{t), by dilations (scale); e.g., 

xi/{t) -^ ^(3r) 

and translations (position), e.g., 

^ (0 -^ xf/{t + 2). 

The analyzing function is assumed to be square integrable, xj/it) e l}{K); i.e., it has finite 

energy. The wavelet at scale a and position b is defined as: 

and the general wavelet transform (WT) or the mother wavelet of the signal x{t) \i d.-

fined by convolution with the set of translated and scaled wavelets: 

W^{b,d) = a-"{x{t)'^l?^t, (2.1) 
J-00 

where \j/ denotes the complex conjugate of ^ . The term "mother wavelet"" gets its name 

due to two important properties of the wavelet analysis as explained below: 

The term "wavelet" means a small wave. The smallest of wa\es refer? t: the 
condition that this (window) function is of finite length (compactly suppcrttd). 
The wave refers to the condition that this function is oscillatory. The t̂ :rm 
"mother" implies that the functions with different regions of support that are u.cd 
in the transformation process are derived from one main function, or tn mc he^ 
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wavelet. In other words, the mother wavelet is a prototype for generating the 
other window functions.[13] 

The parameter "scale"' in equ. 2.1 is similar to the scale used in maps. .As in the case of 

maps, high scales correspond to a non-detailed global view, and low scales correspord to 

a detailed view. Similarly, in terms of frequency, low frequency (high scales) correspond 

to a global information of a signal, whereas high frequency (low scales) correspond to a 

detailed information of a hidden pattern in the signal that usually lasts a relati\ ely short 

time. 

The continuous wavelet transform can be thought of as the inner product of the 

test signal with the basis function ^( / ) . This shows that the wavelet anahsis is a meas

ure of similarity between the wavelets and the signal itself Here the similarit\ is in the 

sense of similar frequency content. The calculated WT coefficients refer to the closeness 

of the signal to the wavelet at the current scale. 

We will now introduce the Morlet analyzing function since it will be the mother 

wavelet of the CSD. 

Morlet analyzing fianctions are used widely in signal processing and wind data 

analysis. These functions have a lot to do with the similarity between waveforms and 

phenomena that scientists are trying to identify in their signals. The Morlet anahzing 

function is defined as: 

where c is the parameter that controls the number of cvcles in the envelope of the 

function to study regions of concentrated turbulence. We will now demonstrate how the 



change of c affects the number of cycles of Morlet. 
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Figure 2.1: The Morlet Analyzing Function 

In Figure 2.1, three different values of c were chosen to demonstrate the differences. Note 

that the support of these three functions are the same. (Later in this chapter the 

significance of this fact will be explained.) As we observe these three graphs, we can 

draw the following concludion: as c increases, the number of cycles in the envelope of 

the Morlet analyzing function increases. Hence, the frequency of the function increases. 

By adjusting c, the information of a certain freqency of a signal can be identified by usi"^ 

this specific Morelet function. 

For our statistical test, we will use the Morlet analyaia to study regions of 

concentrated turbulence. The wavelet set is given by 

1 cA^y^i^f 
Vta{t) = -r^ 

1'^ -) 

where parameters a and b are scale and position for the wavelet transfrom described 

earlier. As you compare to the previous Morlet analyzing function, this wavelet :e- adds 

dilations and translations to the function from / to ^ . Moreover, this wavele: set h^s a 

•iiiiS£Z:s^&^^^^^s:=rr= -̂ -̂ ^̂ ^ 



factor of -^. which is the energy normalization factor. 

.A.S we mentioned earlier, the choosing of the parameter c is prominent to our 

coherent signal detection because it determines the information that is retriev ed from the 

signal through the wavelet transform. Moreover, the choosing of c also has a significant 

impact on the time and frequency resolution (accuracy). Figure 2.2 demonstrates why we 

will be using c = i.-^ in our statistical test. 
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Figure 2.2: The Time and Frequency Resolution of Morlet 

As shown in Figure 2.2. the rows are corresponding to c = 2.7. 5.4 and 10.8 in 

equation 2.2. For demonstration purposes, we let b = 0, since it does not affect the 

waveforms of our graphs and fix the center frequecy at / H:. In ev erv choice of c. a 

changes accordingly in order to yield the same frequency {a = c/2z). The first column 

simply shows i//(t). Note that the envelope of the function with smaller c has a snialie-
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support. The Morlet function with c=10.8 has the most support. Even though the last 

graph in column one has the most support, the amplitude of the function decreases in 

order to maintain the pre-chosen frequency. Therefore, adjusting c and a affec" t! e 

support of the analyzing function. 

The second column of Figure 2.2 shows the instantaneous power of the function, 

which is \y/(t)\' for different values of c; the domain of these graphs is time in seconds. 

At c =2.7, the analyzing function gives us a verv good time resolution of the wav elet 

transformed signals. As c increases, the time resolution of the signal gets worst. 

Therefore, we know that the change of c affects the time resolution of wavelet 

transformed signals. 

The third column of Figure 2.2 shows the instantaneous power of the function in 

the frequency domain. This is done by calculating the absolute square of the discrete 

Fourier transform of the frmction. Ŵe denote it as |(/(0| • As we study this column, it is 

clear that the function provides the best frequency resolution ?iX c^lO.8. It has the v-orst 

frequency resolution at the smallest c. Therefore, we know that the change of c affects 

the frequency resolution of wavelet transformed signals. 

In conclusion, if an experiment requires a good time resolution, a smaller c is the 

natural choice. On the other hand, if an experiment requires a good frequencv resolution, 

a bigger c should be used in the analyzing function. However, one should keep in mind 

that a Morlet analyzing fucntion that gives an extremely good time resolution on the 

signal will also give a very poor frequency resolution, and vice v ersa. 

M W i 



As we mentioned earlier, our statistical test used the Morlet anah zing function 

with c=5.4. This decision was based mostly on the balance of time and frequenc> 

resolution. In our statistical test, we wanted to be able to identify coherent structures 

with a decent resolution in time and frequecv. Therefore, we chose c = 5.4 in orccr tc 

maintain this balance. 

As mentioned in the introduction, coherent structures may be responsible for w ind 

damage. Such coherent structures, which are localized in time and can be found during 

thunderstorm outflow, hurricane eyewall windfields, and so on, can cause significant 

devastation. For example. Hurricane Andrew destroyed $25 billion in property and killed 

15 people (Rappaport [16], Mayfield et al. [12]). The most devastation appeared due to 

an eyewall mesovortex (Willoughby and Black [19]). Miami radar first detected a pair of 

intense echoes orbiting the center of the eyewall, and cyclonic mesovortices appeared at 

these locations as the storm approached. When the evewall reached the coast, the vortex 

pair stopped rotating; strong convection erupted to the north of the center, resulting in a 

strong (26 m/s over land) fixed cross-track asvTnmetry (Willoughby and Black [19]). 

During the 45-minute landfall of the eye. radars at Tampa and Melbourne (about 300 

kilometers away) detected seven intense convective cells forming where the northern 

eyewall intersected the coast. These convective cells had a life cycle of 8-15 minutes 

with radar-estimated rain rates increasing 15-fold to 150 mm/h. These convective cells 

were accompanied by increases in wind speed of 20 m's in a 60 m ŝ basic flow, presuma

bly due to precipitation-induced downdrafts (Wakimoto and Black [17]. Fujita [5], 

Willoughby and Black [19]). Convective updrafts apparently formed at least one 3-5 k:n 



diameter mesovortex where the northern evewall made landfall; this mesovortex was 

identified as a "hot spot" by the NOAA-11 satellite (Willoughby and Black [19]). Other 

localized structures may well have formed due to the intense interaction between the 

northern eyewall and the coast. 

Strong mesovortices and other intense coherent features have been detected in 

other hurricane eye walls using remote sensing, flight-lev el measurements, and damage 

and debris assessments. Flight-level measurements of Hurricane Hugo showed a meso

vortex with 30 m/s relative rotation in a 70 m/s basic flow. After landing. Hugo appar

ently developed strong "downbursts" that caused highly localized patterns of damage, as 

discussed by Fujita [14.15]. The vortex circled the eye five times while strong convec

tive cells developed and decayed (Black and Marks [1]). Earlier U2 photographs of Ty

phoon Ida show the eyewall clouds folding into the eye as they wrap around a mesovor

tex (Fletcher et al. [4]). 

In Andrew, the heaviest damage lay in streaks that appear to be associated with 

coherent structures in the northern portion of the evewall (Willoughby and Black [19]). 

These damage streaks may have been caused by downdrafts associated with intense con

vective cells, by strong relative circulation from mesovortices, by intense tomadc-like 

vortices in the core as proposed by Fujita [17]. or by some other (as vet unknown) local

ized phenomena. But the damage pattern leads us to the following conclusion: under

standing wind fields and their effects requires an understanding of coherent structures. 

10 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

We begin with an explicit definition of incoherent signals. 

Definition 3.1. Consider a discretely sampled real valued signal x = {x^.x. .r̂ ,) 

Using the notation x for the discrete Fourier transform of x, we can write for each fre

quency component x, =A,e^ ', for i = 1,2,...,.\72. Following standard practice, we call 

a signal incoherent if the 6, are uniform [0,2;r] and independent of each other and the 

Note that since 3c is real, the x for / = A72-i-l A are conjugates of x for 

/ = l,2,...,7V/2. 

Using this point of view, we then build our incoherent exemplars. The word "e.x-

emplar" in the dictionary [18] refers to "one that serves as a model or pattern."" Based en 

this definition and Definition 3.1, we have the following definition: 

Definition 3.2. The exemplar of real signal x\t) has Fourier coefficients x", = A^e^' , 

where 6^ for 1=1,2, ...,N/2 are uniform [0,2;r] and independent of .A,. 

These incoherent exemplars are then used to build the randomized phase \ er^iuiis 

of a signal x(t), resuking in signals with exactly the same power spectrum, which we 

know are incoherent. To illustrate what the randomized phase version of a signal is like, 

we will use a 15 minutes data from one of the windy days that we have as an exan;rle. 

Fig. 3.1 shows the waveform of the data. 

II 
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Figure 3.1: Time series of a Windy Day 

The amplitude squared of the wavelet transform of a randomized version of Figure 3.1 is 

shown in Figure 3.2. Note that this incoherent signal also exhibits substantial peaks in its 

wavelet transform. This is typical of randomized phase version of wind data. 
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Figure 3.2: Wavelet Transform of Figure 3.1 

The following theorem describes the relationship between the wavelet transform of the 

signal and its exemplars. 

Theorem 3.1. At scale a, the wavelet transforms of the exemplars are the rarJ.cm.- ^^ ' 

phase version of the original wavelet transforms. 

Consider a fime series x and the hypothesis: 

HQ: X is incoherent. 

///.• X contains coherent structures. 
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Following the definition of an incoherent signal, we will now define the inter

mittency index or rate calculated from x while controlling the error rate. Following [8,9], 

we define an intermittency index or rate as a measure of the fraction of the flow record 

containing structures. Thus, 

intermittency rate = 
support of structures 

total record length 

or 

io) = l:[l^,. db : J f ( 6 , j ) i > / , . ^ o f a ) ' (3.1) 

where T is the time interval represented by the signal, W(b,a) is the wav elet transform of 

the signal, and tcsofa) is the threshold used to detect the coherent structures. Of course, 

in practice, a discrete estimate of W(b,a) is calculated from a discrete measurement x. 

The expected value of the intermittency rate is given by 

^C-W) 4 r^(^:» <..,:>.»,.. )'̂ *-
Since E(fj)=P(.), we obtain 

E(r(a)) = ^ l P{\Wib, a)\ > t.^o ia))db 

For stationary signals (such as incoherent signals), 

E{r{a)) = Pi\Wib,a)\>t,,^ia)) (3.2) 

We must choose tcsof^) so that we control the error rate when in fact the signal is 

incoherent, as in Ho above. Let / b e our error tolerance or size of our test. Our go. i is co 

pick tcsD(ci) so that r{a)<y under Ho while as many coherent structures are detected as 

14 
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possible under Hi. If y is too small, then few coherent structures will be detected under 

Hj. If / is too large, then too manv of the identified coherent structures will be false 

alarms. / may also be interpreted as the portion of r(a). which is attributable to false 

alarms under ///, Following equation (3.1), we control rfuj through 

P\fV{b,a)\>t(^s^{a)). We do this through the process of building exemplars of x [2]. 

We first calculate the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of our time series. This process 

puts the signal in its frequency domain, which allows us to randomize the phase of the 

signal. This is done by multiplying the Fourier transformed of the time series by e '^ as 

defined in definition 3.2. From this, we build exemplars by applying the inverse Fourier 

transform to the resulting signal. 

Thus each exemplar x/ is incoherent but has exactly the same power spectrum as 

the original measurement. A wavelet transform is now applied to each exemplar, v ield-

ing wavelet transform exemplars W^{b.a). (The transform can be applied in the fre

quency domain.) Note under HQ (when the signal is incoherent) that the distribution of x 

and the xf are identical. Then order statistics are collected from the Wl'{b,a) to esti

mate the desired threshold. This is achieved by first sorting the wavelet coeffici-^nts of 

W'{b,a) in ascending order for each a. Next, we locate the 100*(1 -/)r/2 percentile of 

the W'{b,a) as the threshold tcsD(a) for the corresponding a. We then have the folKn^-

ing theorem, which establishes the performance of our estimate. 

Theorem 3.2: Consider a signal x (as defined above) of length S. Consider a .\ sired 

false alarm intermittency rate y. Then, for each scale a, the threshold tcsD(<^) is 

15 
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tcsDia^y^^^^)^' sup/ 
1 1 " '' 

> •/ 

and 

Vim E{r (a) \H.) = E 
f 1 x 

= y 

w/zere « /5 //2e number of exemplars used. Furthermore, the variance of r{a)^0 at rate 

1/N as Â  -> 30 under HQ. Thus r{a) -^ y in mean square under Ho as \ -^ x 

Proof From the discrete case of eqn. 3.1 

lim E[r(a) \HQ] = lim E : 2 L V.<*.'')|>'c^(«)' 0 A 6=1 

Now, applying smoothing, we obtain 

lim£ 
- ^ 6=1 

I H = limE" -YEII,,,,. , \Hr,,A ,A.\\ (3.3) 
' ^ 6=1 ' 

where A, are defined in Definition 3.1. By the fact that under Ho, the time-series and the 

exemplars have the same distribution, and the fact that the phase and the amplitude orthe 

exemplars are independent, equation (3.3) becomes: 

/ 
W'\{h.a)\>tcsi,(i') "o"^\ ^.V = E I , \H..A, 4., (3.4) 

Thus, using the dominated convergence theorem, from equations (3.3) and (3.4), we ob

tain 

\imE[ria)\H,]=E 
1 ^ 

- y i i m £ 
A" 6=1 

n—>oo 
/ , \H...4, 4,. 
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Although this theorem is an asymptotic result, convergence occurs in only a few-

exemplars for long signals. The proof of the theorem, and more useful bounds and esti

mates for finite .V, are found in [7]. Under ///. the process of making exemplars spreads 

the localized coherent energy through the entire window. The resulting threshold tcsD(<^) 

is then useful for detecting the coherent structure. 

The indicator 

lf(6.a)!>rcso{o) 

identifies the time locations and scales of the detected structures. .A. thresholded version 

of W(b,a) can then be obtained by comparing the wavelet coefficients of lVfb,aj to tcs: ^cu 

for each a; i.e., wavelet coefficients that are less than tcsofaj will be replaced by zeros in 

order to display onlv the statistically relevant energy. 

Having found the thresholded version of W(b.a). we can now proceed to find r(a), 

the intermittency rate, for each a that has been chosen for this statistical test. In our con

text, r(a) is calculated as follow for each a: 

r{a) = 
number of nonzero coefficients 

number of coefficients 

U'e have now obtained a vector of intermittency rates. If the signal is incoherent, we ex

pect the elements in this vector be close to / . A simimarv' of the methodologv- is summa

rized in Figure 3.3. 

17 
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Figure 3.3: The Statistical Test 
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CHAPTER IV 

A SIMULATION AND DEMONSTRATION OF THE STATISTICAL TEST 

Before applying the new statisfical technique to a real data set. I would like to 

demonstrate Theorem 3.2 from Chapter III, i.e., that the variance of the intermittency rate 

r(a) approaches / as the length of the signal, N, approaches infinitv and that 

limE{r(a) \ HQ) = y . The simulation uses a data set that is 7.1 hours long, which is the 
/I—>ao ^ 

same length as the real data for the upcoming stafistical test. The standard normalized 

data set for the simulation is generated by MatlabS with mean 0 and standard dev iation 1. 

For this test, y is chosen to be 0.05 and the vector a [I 2 ... 10] seconds. According to 

the theorem, r(a) should be close to 0.05 for each a and that the variance of r(a) should 

be close to zero. A'' equals 131072 for the simulafion. Since the length of the data is 

adequate, one exemplar is used for this simulation. 

As discussed in Chapter III, the wavelet transform of the signal is calculated, fol

lowed by the thresholded wavelet coefficients obtained by comparing to the threshold 

provided by the exemplar. The number of events above the threshold for each a is then 

coimted in order to obtain the intermittency rate, r(aj. The r(a) for each a is summarized 

in the following table: 

Table 4.1: Simulation Result 

a 

r(a) 

1 

0.0439 

2 

0.0493 

•̂  
J 

0.0509 

4 

0.0506 

5 

0.0454 

6 7 8 

0.0517 : 0.04:'4 j 0.0528 
! 1 

9 

0.0450 

10 

0.0468 

By observafion, the r(a) for each a is very close to the intermittency rate 0.05. Th? ex-
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pected value of a r(a) is 0.0484 and variance is 0.0031. The result shows that our new 

statistical technique lives up to the expectation, the mean of r(a) is reasonably close to y 

and the variance of r(a) is also reasonably close to zero. .A graphical presentation of Ta

ble 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.1. Of course, we cannot perform a simulation with N equals 

00, but the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that the variance of r{a)^0 at rate 7/A' as 

N ^f-x under Ho. Thus r{a) ^^ / in mean square under Ho as A —> x . 
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Figure 4.1: Graphical Presentation of Table 4.1 
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A laptop has been connected to the wind tower at the Wind Engineering Research Field 

Laboratory (WERFL) at Texas Tech University since January 1998 to collect wmdspeed 

data. Moreover, a signal processing module(20-22) manufactured by DSP Technology 

software controlled by Matlab is used to collect and store windspeed data. The wind-

speed data that we have chosen to demonstrate the new statistical technique is collected at 

a height of 160 feet and the duration is 7.1 hours. In this case, v\e are performing local

ized spectral analysis using the Morlet analyzing fiinction. 

We will now examine the power spectrum of the data that we use for the 

statistical test to have a better understanding of its behavior. Remember the choice of c 

and a have direct impact on the waveform of the Morlet analyzing function, which will in 

turn affect the outcome of our test. For any wavelet transform, the choice of a (dilation 

of the wavelet) reflects the frequency interest of the test administrator. Figure 4.2 shows 

the power spectrum of the 7.1 hour data that we mentioned earlier in the chapter. This is 

a typical way for people in signal processing and wind engineering to study the pow-:r 

spectrum of a signal versus frequencies. 

Spectral analysis of this y/ clearly establishes its ability to localize well in both 

time and frequency/scale. 

} 
i 
J . 

Figure 4.2: Power Spectrum for the Time Series 
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The vertical axis shows the power spectrum magnitude of the signal in db and the hori

zontal axis shows the frequency range of the signal. To demonstration the raxige of fre

quencies that we are interested in, we present our version of the power spectrum den:;.:; 

of the signal in Fig 4.3. 

180 

0.4 0 5 0 6 
Frequency 

0.7 0 S 0 9 

Figure 4.3: Zoomed \'ersion of Figure 4.2 

Figure 4.3 shows that most of the energv of the signal is concentrated in the low fre

quency bandwidth (0 Hz to 0.5 Hz). In wind engineering analysis, the spectrum is com

monly used to characterize the energy content and the longitudinal scale of turbulence in 

the wind field. However, this incoherent signal model is not always sufficient to ider.v/\ 

intermittent coherent structures in the wind. Moreover. ever\- structure has a natural fre

quency of vibration, and should dynamic loading occur at or near it. structural damage 

out of all proportion to the size of the load may result. For example, bridges capable of 

iS •^ 
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carrying far greater loads than the weight of a company of soldiers have been knowTi to 

break down under the dynamic loading of men marching over them in step. Similarly, 

certain periodic gusts within the wide spectrum of gustiness in the wind ma; tl-id reso

nance with the natural vibration frequency of a building, and although the total force 

caused by that particular gust frequency will be much less than the static design load for 

the building, dangerous oscillations may be set up. This applies not onlv to the structure 

as a whole, but also to components such as curtain wall panels and sheets of glass. It will 

be shown later in the statistical test that even though the spectrum does not show a sig

nificant amount of energy in our interested frequency bandwidth, coherent structures are 

detected that which show the usefulness of wavelet transforms imder the above men

tioned circumstances. 

As we noted earlier, the c that has been chosen for performing the wav elet trans

form is 5.4. Since our interested frequency range is between 0.3 to 1.6 Hz, by using the 

formula 

a = 
27lf 

(4.2) 

the corresponding range of a for the statisfical test is between 0.5 and 2.7 seconds. 

For our statistical test, we use the Morlet analyzing function 

y/{t) = e 
_ 5 4 / / - / - / : 

to Study regions of concentrated turbulence. Spectral analysis of this y/ eariier in this 

chapter clearly establishes its abilit\' to localize will in both time and frequecy/scale. 

Again, the scales ranged from 0.5 to 2.7 seconds, which corresponds tc cen:er 
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frequencies of 0.3 to 1.6 Hz in the Morlet analyzing function. 

We will first now present the waveform of the windspeed in Figure 4.4 and its 

basic information: 

3 4 
time hours 

Figure 4.4: The Windspeed at 160ft 

Duration: 7.1 hours. 

Mean windspeed: 18.2862 mph. 

Maximum windspeed: 33.1078 mph. 

Minimum windspeed: 9.5152 mph. 

As we examine the waveform closelv, it is not stationarv in the traditional sense. How-
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ever, this is the advantage of wavelet transforms and our statistical technique which 

enables us to detect coherent structures even with non-stationarv signals. 

Using a false alarm intermittency rate (as defined in Chapter III) of / = 0.001 or 

0.1%, we identify coherent structures and calculate the thresholded wavelet transform. 
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Figure 4.5: Results of (a) Windspeed, (b) Wavelet Transform, (c) Thresholded TransfoiTr. 

Unfortunately, the incredibly detailed images cannot be displayed effective!} for 

the entire 7.1 hours of data. Figure 4.5a shows a zoomed-in picture of an interesting 

portion of the waveform. Figure 4.5b shows this portion of the wavelet transform and 

Figure 4.5c shows the thresholded transform identifying statistically relevant information. 

Note the large peak at time 62 and scale 2. With careful examination of the waveform 

-><. 
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around time 62, the oscillations of the windspeed creating this coherent structure can be 

noted. Figure 4.6 shows the estimated intermittency rate. Note that, at all scaler. r(a) » 

/ , so we can with confidence conclude that coherent structures are present. 
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Figure 4.6: The Intermittency Rate 

By using our new statistical techniques, we are able to detect coherent structures that fall 

within our interested frequency. 
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